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NIVEL AVANZADO INGLÉS / B2
Simulación de examen para practicar

NIVEL AVANZADO MODELO 2 A

TAREA 1 MONÓLOGO: FASHION AND SELF-EXPRESSION

You are going to talk about fashion as a form of self-expression.

● How do you perceive fashion as a tool for self-expression?
● When considering fashion trends, what's your perspective on commercial fashion

versus unique or unconventional choices?
● In the current world, do you think there's a certain fashion standard imposed on us

through media, advertising, or societal expectations?

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish this task.

NIVEL AVANZADO MODELO 2 A

TAREA 2 DIÁLOGO: SUSTAINABLE LIVING

You are having a conversation with a colleague about your concerns regarding the
environment and sustainability. Describe your past habits and how you've been trying to
adopt a more eco-friendly lifestyle. Explain the challenges you've faced and ask for tips on
how to make a greater impact.

You begin the dialogue
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Simulación de examen para practicar

NIVEL AVANZADO MODELO 2 B

TAREA 1 MONÓLOGO: NATURE

You are going to talk about the natural world and the impressions it leaves on you.

● Do you enjoy spending time in natural settings like parks or forests? Why or why not?
● What do you think are some benefits of preserving and protecting natural

environments?
● Do you believe that people are becoming more disconnected from nature due to

modern lifestyles?

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish this task.

NIVEL AVANZADO MODELO 2 B

TAREA 2 DIÁLOGO: SUSTAINABLE LIVING

You are having a conversation with a colleague about your concerns regarding the
environment and sustainability. Describe your past habits and how you've been trying to
adopt a more eco-friendly lifestyle. Explain the challenges you've faced and ask for tips on
how to make a greater impact.

Candidate A begins the dialogue
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